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Abstract
Intestinal pathogenic Escherichia (E.) coli strains are a major cause of worldwide morbidity
and in some cases, mortality. Several pathological types of E.coli have been characterized
based on their different virulence genes and also on their pattern of adherence to tissue culture
cells. Among these pathovars, enteropathogenic E.coli (EPEC) strains have a high prevalence
in clinical samples. EPEC are diarrheagenic strains which produce characteristic
histopathological lesions known as attaching and effacing (A/E) on intestinal cells and do not
produce Shiga or verotoxins. One useful tool in distinguishing this type of strains is represented
by the PCR technique. The purpose of this study was to find a new, reliable protocol in order to
identify EPEC strains from clinical and river water samples. We focused not only on the
detection of the EPEC bundle forming pili specific gene but also on two other genes, one
conserved in all Enterobacteriaceae (the gene for elongation factor Tu) and the other in a
conserved region specific for E. coli (the gene for the heat shock protein GroEL).
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1. Introduction
E. coli is a facultative anaerobic bacteria which is part of the human normal microbiota.
Some strains though can cause enteric disease with various types of symptoms such as diarrhoea,
colitis and in some cases uremic syndrome [1, 2]. Infection with pathogenic E. coli strains is closely
linked to poor sanitation and personal hygiene and also it can be caused by the consumption of
contaminated water from wells, rivers, and other surface waters [3-5].
Based on the clinical signs observed during infection, on the presence of different virulence
genes (chromosomal and plasmidial) and also on their pattern of adherence to tissue culture cells
(HEp-2 or HeLa cells), at least six different pathotypes of diarrhoeagenic E.coli were characterized:
enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC), enterohaemorrhagic E. coli
(EHEC), enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC), enteroadherent or enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC) and
diffuse adherent E. coli (DAEC). Among these E.coli pathogenic strains, in most developing
countries, EPEC, ETEC and EAEC are the most common cause of infectious diarrhoea in young
children [6, 7].
In vitro assays used for differentiation of these strains such as cell culture and cytotoxicity are
expensive, time-consuming and require expertise which may be lacking in some diagnostic
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laboratories. Thus, it is important to distinguish diarrheagenic strains from non-pathogenic members
of the normal flora using different fast and sensitive methods among which PCR amplification of the
virulence genes is an important tool. During the last years studies have concentrated upon the
detection of E. coli pathogenic type using Multiplex PCR [1, 6, 8-9]. In 2000, Pass et. al. developed
a Multiplex PCR assay in order to distinguish different virulence genes in E. coli such as heat labile
and heat stabile toxin, verotoxin types, cytotoxic necrotizing factors (CNF1, CNF2), attaching and
effacing (eaeA), enteroaggregative (Eagg) and enteroinvasive (Einv) mechanisms and genetic
support [10].
EPEC strains are moderately invasive and they bind the host intestinal cells by help of an
adhesin known as intimin. Adherence to the intestinal mucosa leads to changes in the model of actin
arrangement in the host cell. Changes in intestinal cell ultrastructure due to "attachment and
effacement" is likely the prime cause of diarrhea in patients infected with enteropathogenic strains
[11]. Typical EPEC strains produce bundle forming pili (BFP), which are long, flexible, rope-like
structures composed of intertwining fibers [11, 12].
Thus, the purpose of this study was to highlight the presence of EPEC in clinical and
seawater isolates using a novel PCR approach with 3 pairs of primers: one pair specific for BFP,
major virulence factor in enteropathogenic E. coli strains, the second pair specific for chaperonin
GroEL (with sequences specific for E. coli) and finally a pair of primers designed in order to
highlight all the Enterobacteriaceae strains.

2. Experimental section
2.1. Bacterial strains and DNA extraction.
The bacterial strains were either clinical isolates or freshwater samples (Evros river, Greece). All the
strains were initially identified as E. coli using classical microbiology assays (API20E profile system
by BioMerieux). Initial molecular biology assays were performed on reference strains. For the DNA
extraction, the bacterial strains were grown in Mueller Hinton broth and incubated 36 hours at 37°C
with shaking. The DNA extraction was performed using a commercial kit (PureLink™ Genomic
DNA Kit, Invitrogen) and also an extraction protocol developed in our laboratory. The DNA
extraction protocol combines the thermal shock with the isopropanol precipitation. The result after
the extraction is represented by both genomic and plasmid DNA. The protocol requires the following
steps: 1 mL of bacterial culture was centrifuged at 12000Xg for 10 min; the sediment was
resuspended in 1mL of PBS and centrifuged at 12000xg for 10 min; this PBS washing was repeated
3 times. The final sediment was resuspended in 100 μL sterile distilled water and thereafter the
samples were incubated 30 min on a bath water set at 98Co and the samples were then transferred at 10Co for 10 min and afterwards again on bath water at 98Co for 15 min. In order to precipitate the
nucleic acids, 100 μL isopropanol were added and the samples were kept at -20Co overnight. The
next day, the samples were centrifuged 15 min at 13000xg. In order to remove the protein
contamination, the sediment was resuspended in 100 μL of ethanol 70% solution, followed by a
centrifugation at 14000xg for 10 min. The supernatant was discarded and the samples were kept at
room temperature in order for the remaining ethanol to dry (this is an important step because the
remaining ethanol might inhibit the PCR reaction; more specifically this alcohol is prone to
inhibiting the activity of the DNA polymerase). Finally the DNA sediment was dissolved overnight,
at room temperature in 100 μL of ultrapure distilled water. Additionally, in order to improve the
purity of the DNA, an RNAse A treatment is needed (u sually 4 μL of RNAse A is added to the
samples kept afterwards for 2 min at room temperature).
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2.2. PCR primer design.
We have designed online primers for the genes of interest in order to identify E. coli strains. The
primers were designed online and thereafter tested concerning the Tm (melting temperature) and the
possibility of interaction between different primers (primer dimers) or primer secondary structures.
These steps are important in order to achieve an optimal amplification in Multiplex PCR. The
sequences of the genes were taken from GenBank and the primers were designed using an online
application (on http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). All the designed primers were tested online using the
BLAST application [13]. The DNA sequences of the primers and the sizes of PCR products are
shown in Table 1.
Gene
bfpA
groEL
ef-Tu

Table 1. Primers used in the PCR amplification

Primer sequence (5’-3’)
BFP1 AATGGTGCTTGCGCTTGCTGC
BFP2 GCCGCTTTATCCAACCTGGTA
GR1: TCCGCGAAATGCTGCCGGTT
GR2: GGTCGCGTGCAGGGCATCTT
EF1: CCCACTCTGCGTCGCCTTCC
EF2: CCGATGCCGCAGACTCGTGA

Size of product (bp)
826bp
521bp
243bp

2.3. PCR amplification conditions.
Each DNA amplification was performed in 200 μl microtubes using a 20μl reaction mixture
(Invitrogen) which contained: 2 μL PCR Buffer 10X, 0.4 μL dNTPs 10mM, 0.6 μL MgCl2 50 mM, 1
μL primer mix (forward+reverse), 0.1 μL Taq Polymerase (5U/ μL ), 2 μL DNA and DNAse free
water (13.9 μL). During our experiments, some concentrations of the mixture components varied in
order to achieve a better amplification in Multiplex PCR (e.g. the MgCl2, the dNTPs and also the
primers were used in various concentrations). All PCR primers were prepared as 100mM solutions
which were frozen at -20°C. This storage method was used in order to prevent repeated thawing and
freezing of the reagents which could have an influence on the PCR products. All amplifications were
run in a thermocycler (BIORAD, DNA Engine) under the following conditions: initial denaturation
at 94°C for 5 min followed by 35 cycles of 95°C for 1 min, 53°C for 50sec and 72°C for 50sec. The
final extension step was performed at 72°C for 5 min. The products of the amplification were
visualized by agarose standard gel electrophoresis in a 1% agarose gel stained with ethidium
bromide (10mg/ml).

3. Results section
EPEC was the first described pathotype of E. coli. In 1995, Neter et al. proposed to designate
certain serotypes of E. coli associated with outbreaks of infantile diarrhea and in 1987, WHO
recognized 12 serogroups belonging to EPEC pathotype (O:26, O:55, O:86, O:111, O:114, O:119,
O:125, O:126, O:127, O:128, O:142, O:158). For decades, the mechanisms by which EPEC caused
diarrhea were unknown and this diarrhoeagenic pathotype could be identified only on the basis of
O:H serotyping. In the past 20 years, however, the tools for identifying EPEC strains have been
refined as the molecular basis of EPEC pathogenesis has begun to be elucidated and specific
virulence genes have been discovered. The central mechanisms of EPEC pathogenesis called
attaching and effacing (A/E), which is characterized by microvilli destruction, intimate adherence of
bacteria to the intestinal epithelium, pedestal formation and aggregation of polarized actin and other
elements of the cytoskeleton at sites of bacterial attachment [14]. The EPEC strains could be further
classified as typical (eae the bfp genes and exhibiting a localized adherence pattern on cultured
epithelial cells) (more frequent in developing countries) and atypical (eae+, bfp-) (more frequent in
industrialized countries) [15].
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BFP are polymers of bundlin, a pilin protein that is encoded by the bfpA gene found on a
large EPEC plasmid of 60Mda called pMAR2, which is influencing the expression of chromosomal
genes for eaeA and intimin, an outer membrane protein. BFP probably plays a role in the bacterial
colonization process in vivo because of theintertwine, creating a fibrous network connecting
individual bacteria. The result consists in localized adherence, the capacity of EPEC to form defined
microcolonies upon the epithelial cells and human intestinal tissue [16-17]. I
n a clinical study initialized by Bieber et al., volunteers fed mutant EPEC strains lacking BFP
developed diarrhea at a much lower frequency and of less severity than did volunteers who received
equivalent doses of an isogenic strain producing BFP [18]. In our study we focused on the rapid
EPEC identification in samples of clinical and environmental origins using primers specific for BFP
and also primers for conserved genes such as the gene for the elongation factor Tu, a new tool in
Enterobacteriaceae phylogeny and for a heat shock protein, GroEL, an important factor in bacterial
adaptation to stressful conditions.
Our experiments revealed the expected results. First of all we have highlighted the presence
of the groEL gene and also of the elongation factor Tu (as shown in figures 1 and 2). In E. coli, the
groEL gene is preceded by the groE promoter and groES gene in the groE operon [19]. GroEL, plays
important roles in protein folding and assembly. This heat shock protein has an increased synthesis
when the bacterial cell is exposed to various stress conditions.
Consequently, HSPs protect cells from the damaging effects associated with stressful
conditions [20, 21]. We have determined the presence of this gene and given the high specificity of
the analyzed genetic region, groEL can be considered an useful tool for E. coli phylogeny [22]. Also,
due to its essential role in protein biosynthesis, EF-Tu has been extensively investigated structurally
and functionally and additionally, tuf genes have been previously used as a tool to determine
phylogenetic relationships [23].
These two genes highlighted in figures 1 and 2 can be easily used in order to distinguish E.
coli strains from other Enterobacteriaceae.

Figure 1. Single PCR results for the genes encoding the elongation factor Tu and chaperonin GroEL. The
amplicons were evidenced by agarose gel electrophoresis.
Lane M-molecular size marker (100bp DNA ladder).Lane 1-negative control. Lanes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
18, and 20- results of amplification for the gene encoding elongation factor Tu (243bp);Lanes 3, 5,7, 9,11, 13,
15 and 17- results of amplification for the gene encoding chaperonin GroEL (521bp);Lane 19-Multiplex PCR
testing for both of the primers (ef-tu and groEL) with a reference strain
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Figure 2. Multiplex PCR results for the genes encoding the elongation factor Tu and chaperonin GroEL. The
amplicons were evidenced by agarose gel electrophoresis.
Lane M-molecular size marker (100bp DNA ladder).Lanes 1, 89, 11-negative controls (lanes 8,9 reveal the
absence of PCR products using other DNA extraction protocols). Lanes 2-7 and 10, 12, 13, 14, 15-Multiplex
PCR products (ef-tu and GroEL).

Out of the 12 samples shown in Figure 3, 8 of the samples are positive for the bfp gene.
Among the EPEC positive strains only one (sample loaded on lane 11) has an environmental origin,
the other strains being clinical isolates.

Figure 3. Multiplex PCR results for the EPEC genes (bfp and groEL). The amplicons were evidenced by
agarose gel electrophoresis.
Lane M-molecular size marker (100bp DNA ladder). Lanes 1-7 and 11 highlight the presence of the bfp gene
and also of the groEL gene (confirming the EPEC identity of these samples) while lanes 8, 9, 10 and 12 show
only the groEL gene (thus, these samples are non-EPEC strains).

4. Conclusions
The distinction between different pathotypes of E.coli is a very important step for the
diagnosis and the consecutive therapeutical approach. We concentrated on EPEC due to its high
frequency, but we consider for the future the possibility of determining the other pathovars too. This
new PCR approach could be used both in clinical diagnosis and also in phylogenetic studies due to
concomitant detection of conserved genes.
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